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Abstract

Previous work has proposed that computational modelling of
social systems is composed of two primary streams of re-
search: systems sociology, which is focused on the genera-
tion of social theory; and social simulation, which focuses
on the study of real-world social systems. Here we argue
that the social simulation stream stands to benefit from recent
methodological and theoretical advances in demography. De-
mography has long been an empirically focused discipline fo-
cused primarily on mathematical modelling; however, agent-
based simulation have proven influential of late as demogra-
phers seek to link individual-level behaviours to macro-level
patterns. Here we characterise this shift as a move toward
system-based modelling, a paradigm in which the scientific
object of interest is neither the individual nor the population,
but rather the interactions between them. We first describe
the four successive paradigms of demography: the period, co-
hort, event-history and multilevel perspectives. Then we ex-
amine how system-based modelling can assist demographers
with several major challenges: overcoming complexity in so-
cial research; reducing uncertainty; and enhancing theoretical
foundations. We propose that this new paradigm can enhance
the broader study of populations via social simulation.

Introduction
Understanding the complex and multi-layered processes at
play in social systems is far from a simple task, and in re-
cent years research efforts have focused on studying these
systems using computer simulation. Taking inspiration from
Alife and related areas of complex systems science, the field
of social simulation has taken shape as a discipline devoted
to the study of social systems as complex, non-linear sys-
tems composed of interacting agents.

Social simulation has grown steadily over the last decade
as social scientists grow increasingly attracted to the idea of
representing the complexities of the social realm using sim-
ulation (Billari and Prskawetz, 2003). However, questions
remain regarding how to best utilise these tools in different
contexts. Social simulation offers tremendous flexibility and
provides scope for experimentation beyond simple predic-
tion (Epstein, 2008), but what methodological frameworks
can guide us in our investigations? Can complex systems

simulation approaches ever be closely linked with traditional
empirically-focused social science methods?

Systems Sociology vs. Social Simulation

Previous work has examined the core questions of social
simulation in-depth using several case studies as exemplars
of different simulation research programmes (Silverman and
Bryden, 2007). This work proposed that what we refer to as
social simulation can be more accurately represented as two
separate streams of research: systems sociology and social
simulation.

Systems sociology encompasses the drive to develop
stronger social theories regarding the development and evo-
lution of societies. The use of simulation allows system so-
ciologists to investigate abstract social systems in an effort
to understand the core communicative processes that lead
to higher-level social complexity; this instantiates the kind
of investigations spearheaded by sociological theorists like
Niklas Luhmann (1984).

In contrast, social simulation uses computational methods
to examine specific elements of social systems, frequently
based on real-world examples such as residential segregation
(Schelling, 1978), or social care in ageing populations (Sil-
verman et al., 2013). This approach benefits from a closer
connection to social phenomena for which usable data is ac-
tually available, which can allow for easier validation of sim-
ulation results. However, parameterising simulations using
the available data is still difficult and is not a straightforward
process.

We propose that developing a consistent methodological
framework for social simulation is a difficult but necessary
task. Simulation approaches allow the modeller to investi-
gate the link between micro-level behaviour and macro-level
patterns, which is of great interest to social scientists. In or-
der to further our methodological ambitions, we suggest that
social simulation researchers take on board insights from the
field of demography, where recent developments have indi-
cated a shift toward a systems-level take on social phenom-
ena that can inform and enhance social simulation efforts.
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Examining Demography
Demography as a research field has existed for over 350
years, and during that time has advanced through several
successive paradigmatic changes. From the early ‘political
arithmetics’ of Graunt (1662) to current multilevel meth-
ods (Courgeau and Franck, 2007), demography has devel-
oped increasingly sophisticated means for the examination
of population data. The recent popularity of agent-based ap-
proaches has prompted a shift in focus toward individual be-
haviours and interactions and away from strictly population-
level insights (Burch, 2003b; Silverman et al., 2011). In
this section we will outline the developments in demography
over the last three and a half centuries and provide a sum-
mary of the primary paradigm shifts that have taken place.

In this discussion we will use a different definition of the
word ‘paradigm’ than those developed by Kuhn (1962). In-
stead we take inspiration from Granger (1994) and define
paradigms as a means to describe the relationship between
an observed phenomena and the scientific object. In the case
of demography, the scientific object is primarily population-
level change – but as we shall see, recent developments in-
dicate a shift in this fundamental perspective.

Courgeau and Franck (2007) identify four such paradigms
in demography: cross-sectional (period), longitudinal (co-
hort), event history and multilevel. Each of these
paradigms expands upon and addresses weaknesses of pre-
vious paradigms, but we must emphasise that the demog-
raphy displays cumulativity in that new paradigms enhance
new avenues of enquiry but do not replace or eliminate pre-
vious paradigms. This is similar to the cumulativity we see
in other disciplines, such as physics, in which Einstein’s rel-
ativity addresses weaknesses in Newton’s classical mechan-
ics, but nevertheless classical mechanics remains a more
than sufficient tool for a great variety of problems in physics.

We note that this perspective on cumulativity can be
seen as a departure from Kuhn, who argued that we should
“take it for granted that the differences between successive
paradigms are both necessary and irreconcilable” (1970).
However, following on from Courgeau (2010), we posit that
the knowledge generated by successive paradigms displays
a non-linear cumulativity. Agazzi has argued that scientific
theories focus on a small set of objects, some of which are
referential and can differ between theories in the same dis-
cipline, while others are contextual and relate to the core
concepts which can remain invariant between theories and
therefore allow for theory comparison. Agazzi then moves
beyond Kuhn and suggests that “scientific progress does not
consist in a purely logical relationship between theories, and
moreover it is not linear.... and may even be interpreted as
an accumulation of truth” (1985).

Within demography, we will see through our historical
analysis that the four successive paradigms each surpass cer-
tain shortcomings of the previous, and yet these previous
paradigms are still in active use. This is because demogra-

phers using these different methodologies continue to oper-
ate in the same context, even while the perceived relation-
ships between demographic events of interest change signif-
icantly from one paradigm to another. This suggests that de-
mographic paradigms do not eliminate previous approaches
but instead display a non-linear cumulativity of knowledge
as new theories sit alongside one another in the broader con-
text (Courgeau, 2010).

Next we will outline the history and structure of demog-
raphy, and then we will make our case for a fifth paradigm:
system-based modelling, which is focused on interactions
within population systems.

Paradigms in Demography
Demography has its origins in the work of Graunt (1662),
who is considered to be the first to apply the scientific
method to the study of human populations. Graunt was able
to abstract away the concepts of mortality, fertility and mor-
bidity from individuals, and study these as objects of scien-
tific scrutiny in and of themselves. He also connected stud-
ies of probability with these examinations of populations,
leading to the first studies of events happening to statistical
individuals as defined by Courgeau (2012). We characterise
these early investigations, and indeed most of the follow-
ing 200 years of demography, as part of the cross-sectional
paradigm, in which population-level events are observed
and measured according to historical time. As suggested
by Courgeau (2007), we see the cross-sectional paradigm
defines the social facts of a given period as existing inde-
pendently of the individuals affected.

The next paradigm, longitudinal analysis, came about
through American researchers including Ryder (1951) and
was eventually formalised by Henry (1959). Under this
paradigm the demographer studies the occurrence of a sin-
gle event during the life of a cohort (a group of individuals
experiencing a particular event during a particular stretch of
time). However, this approach requires that this cohort be
homogenous and the phenomenon under study must be in-
dependent (Courgeau, 2007). The restrictive nature of this
approach meant that a new paradigm was soon required in
order to allow the study of heterogeneous cohorts and to al-
low for dependencies between phenomena of interest.

That paradigm soon manifested in the form of the event-
history analysis approach, pioneered by Aalen (1975) fol-
lowing the introduction of general theories of stochastic pro-
cesses. In this paradigm individuals are seen to follow com-
plex trajectories that depend upon previous events and in-
formation they have acquired in the past (Courgeau, 2007).
This approach necessitates the use of detailed surveys which
can collect data on events and characteristics on an individ-
ual level. However, this approach requires significant as-
sumptions when applied to the study of population change;
chief among these is the assumption that all individuals are
assumed to follow the same random process, the parameters
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No. Paradigm Period Key Focus
1 Period (cross-sectional) 1662– Population-level phenomena, observed and measured according

to historical time
2 Cohort (longitudinal) 1950s– Population-level phenomena, observed and measured along the

lifetime of individual cohorts
3 Event History 1980s– Individual-level phenomena, observed and measured according

to individual time
4 Multilevel 1980s– Individual, population, and interim-level phenomena, observed

and measured from multiple perspectives
5 System-based 2000s– Interactions between population systems of individuals, groups

and institutions

Table 1: A summary of the four previous paradigms of demography

of which are estimated from the statistical sample of indi-
viduals.

In order to introduce different types of groupings of indi-
viduals and allow for the influence of a broader social con-
text, demographers turned to the fourth paradigm: multi-
level analysis. This context could include socio-economic
groupings, social networks, etc. The multilevel approach
addresses weaknesses of the event-history approach by al-
lowing for individual behaviour to be constrained by exter-
nal factors (Courgeau, 2007). While these advantages are
significant, multilevel analyses still do not allow for feed-
back effects (i.e., influences on higher-level behaviour from
individual actions), and we shall see how our proposed fifth
paradigm addresses these shortcomings.

While we can see a clear progression in demography to-
ward the examination of increasingly complex relationships
between social facts at the individual and population levels,
each of these paradigms remains in use in certain contexts.
Indeed, cross-sectional analyses remain relevant for certain
investigations in demography, and this is likely to remain the
case for the foreseeable future. In order to examine the com-
plex interactions and feedbacks between the individual level
and the population level, however, we need another advance-
ment in methodology. In the next section we outline some of
the most pressing challenges facing demography, which will
lead to our proposal for the fifth demographic paradigm.

Epistemological Challenges in Demography
The development of demography in recent decades has been
closely tied to debates around epistemological challenges.
The advent of the multilevel approach, for example, was a
product of extensive discussion amongst demographers re-
garding the examination of multiple levels of analysis in
population science. Currently demographers are taking on
the issues of uncertainty and complexity.

Demographic changes are inherently uncertain, as with
any other aspect of social systems, although demography
appears less susceptible to uncertainty in some respects than
some related disciplines (e.g., economics). Demographers

contend that this is due to the strong empirical slant of the
field, and to the power of the statistical relationships which
provide the foundations for much of the research in this area
(Xie, 2000). Of course some fundamental aspects of pop-
ulation change are considered more uncertain than others;
migration, for example, is thought to be much more uncer-
tain than mortality, given that the former can be strongly
affected by a number of factors which can change rapidly,
such as economic conditions or legislative changes (Xie,
2000). The open and frequent discussion of uncertainty in
demography has led to the ‘return of the variance’ to demog-
raphy, which has been of great importance to work within all
four paradigms described in the previous section (Courgeau,
2012).

The complexity of social phenomena also increases the
uncertainty inherent in demographic change, and so addi-
tional methodological innovation is required to address these
challenges. While significant debate on complexity in de-
mography has been ongoing (Silverman et al., 2011), there is
relatively limited evidence available on the performance of
demographic models at varying levels of complexity. When
looking at predictive applications, opting for simple models
that describe uncertainty in detail may be most appropriate
(Bijak, 2010). Prediction is far from the only goal in demog-
raphy, however – as with social simulation (Epstein, 2008)
– so other approaches are still required.

These realisations have led to a move toward instantiating
demography as a ‘model-based science’, as we have seen in
population biology (Godfrey-Smith, 2006). Some compar-
isons between modelling in population biology and in artifi-
cial life have outlined how these biological applications have
important lessons for modellers in other fields (Bullock and
Silverman, 2008). However, models of social reality add ad-
ditional layers of complexity for the modeller; in particular,
formalising the relationships between different levels of so-
cial phenomena is far from straightforward (Kluver et al.,
2003).
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Addressing Uncertainty
As these investigations of demographic methodology have
progressed, demographers have acknowledged that model
uncertainty must be addressed, given the emphasis on formal
statistical models in demographic applications. If models
themselves are to be acknowledged as sources of additional
uncertainty, then the most relevant approach to describing
these uncertainties is via Bayesian statistical inference and
epistemic probability (see Courgeau, 2012; Raftery, 1995,
for discussion). Within this category there are varied ap-
proaches to describing model error, from selecting mod-
els out of several competing possibilities and related model
averaging (Raftery, 1995), to including additional terms
for model discrepancy within the modelling process itself
(Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001; O’Hagan, 2006). In addition,
Bayesian statistics can allow the modeller to include subjec-
tive opinion during the statistical inference process (see, e.g.
Bijak, 2010).

Further, Bayesian statistics provides a way to reconcile
model-based and empirical approaches by returning to em-
piricism at a different level of analysis. Computational mod-
els, regardless of their structure or complexity, have input
parameters and outputs of interest. Various statistical tech-
niques allow for statistical analysis of this mapping, includ-
ing Bayesian melding (Poole and Raftery, 2000), and Gaus-
sian process emulators (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001); for
examples of the latter approach in demographic applica-
tions, see Bijak et al. (2013) and Silverman et al. (2013).
These methods help to alleviate one of the major shortcom-
ings of complex computational models – their relative opac-
ity compared to formal mathematical models – by allowing
for an in-depth analysis of the input-output mapping using a
formal statistical framework.

Finally, these uncertainty evaluations can be validated by
examining various error measures and at empirical frequen-
cies related to predictive intervals with different nominal
probabilities. These techniques have been applied in several
demographic studies to date, including Bijak (2010), Clark
et al. (2012), and Raftery et al. (2012). Quality of calibra-
tion can be assessed using scoring rules, as in Gneiting and
Raftery (2007).

New Modelling Approaches for Demography
This growing interest in new modelling methodologies for
demography has led to a number of proposals in the lit-
erature, many of which have been inspired by agent-based
computational approaches (see Billari and Prskawetz, 2003;
Bijak et al., 2013; Silverman et al., 2013). Demographers
have expressed enthusiasm about the possible ramifications
for improving the theoretical foundations of demography
(Chattoe, 2003; Burch, 2003a), and some recent work has
focused explicitly on developing comprehensive social theo-
ries based on demographic foundations (Lutz, 2013). Others
have pointed out the benefits of using agent-based models

to avoid the over-dependence on increasingly detailed and
expensive survey data at the expense of the realism of the
explanations offered (Silverman et al., 2011).

The perceived utility of agent-based approaches for ex-
planatory aims has been a significant attraction for demogra-
phers (Burch, 2003b; Silverman et al., 2011). Agent-based
models are designed to represent the impact of individual
behaviours on macro-level patterns and effects. Thus, we
contend that agent-based models belong to a broader class
of system-based models, which are models specifically in-
tended to represent systems composed of interacting ele-
ments. In the demographic context, any human population is
in fact composed of multiple interacting levels of complex-
ity: individuals, social groups, institutions, etc., any and all
of which are suitably complex for in-depth investigation in
their own right.

By acknowledging this fundamental aspect of the social
realm, demography can continue to shift toward model-
based science by making those interactions between dif-
ferent elements of the population an explicit object of sci-
entific interest. This then instantiates system-based mod-
els in demography as a method for representing interacting,
complex behaviours and investigating how these interac-
tions shape demographic change. Re-casting demographic
model-building in this way has clear ramifications for fu-
ture efforts to build stronger theories regarding population
change.

This is not to say that system-based approaches are the
only option – and indeed, numerous demographic problems
will still be addressed perfectly adequately with previous,
well-established modelling paradigms. Further, system-
based models are somewhat dependent on the presence of
sensible theories regarding social systems, and such theo-
ries are very difficult to formalise (Kluver et al., 2003; Moss
and Edmonds, 2005). A possible way out of this difficulty
may be to reconnect system-based approaches to a classical
scientific research programme which promotes a functional-
mechanistic analysis of populations (Franck, 2002a).

System-Based Modelling
Bringing all of these elements together, we propose that de-
mography is in need of a fifth paradigm, one which max-
imises the strengths of empirical demographic research as
well as the flexibility of simulation methods. While agent-
based methods have limitations of their own, as outlined
above, this new paradigm integrating these methods into the
empirical and inductive research programme of demography
may allow us to surpass these difficulties. To do so, we must
shift toward a new scientific object in demography: interac-
tions.

Therefore we have proposed a fifth, new paradigm for de-
mography: system-based modelling. This approach is based
on a functional-mechanistic research programme, which we
discuss in more detail in the next section. Agent-based
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modelling is of course a possible methodology for imple-
menting a system-based modelling approach, but the overall
paradigm need not be tied solely to one methodology. In
essence, we propose that demography should seek to exam-
ine the interactions between elements of a given population,
and the mechanisms driving them. These elements can be
described via formal models derived from observation us-
ing inductive methods. We posit that this paradigm forms a
natural extension of the previous four, and also broadens the
scope of demographic research. Following Franck (2002a)
and Burch (2003b), we also posit that the system-based ap-
proach can enhance the theoretical base of demography by
allowing for the development of formal conceptual models.

The strength of simulation-based scenario generation ap-
proaches provides one illustration of the potential for this
kind of methodological innovation. Demography, as we
have seen, has a particular strength in its ability to connect
directly to practical, policy-relevant issues (Xie, 2000; Mor-
gan and Lynch, 2001). Methodological enhancements like
those outlined above can push this particular strength even
further. Bayesian approaches allow for formal statistical
decision analysis, and thus support efforts in planning (Bi-
jak, 2010). System-based approaches, when coupled closely
with statistical analysis techniques, provides a simulated en-
vironment in which policy-makers can investigate a range
of possible policy changes. This kind of experimentation is
made possible by coherent scenario generation, in which the
behaviour of simulated individuals closely follows empirical
patterns for statistical individuals observed via demographic
data (Courgeau, 2012).

The predictive horizon for demography is thought to be
approximately one generation (Keyfitz, 1981), so scenario
generation augmented with statistical analysis of model re-
sults allows for the exploration of more possible futures (Bi-
jak, 2010). Utilising well-constructed simulation models to
investigate these scenarios allows us to examine interactions
that drive macro-level patterns of population change in more
detail, while also removing some of the limitations of tradi-
tional data-heavy statistical methodologies (Silverman et al.,
2011). Thus, this application of a system-based approach
demonstrates the benefits of an effective combination of the
empirical strengths of demography with simulation: demog-
raphers can now study complex interactions and behaviours
in artificial populations which allow for coherent scenario
generation. We have already seen some examples of this
type of inductive, empirical system-based approach in the
literature – see Klabunde (2014).

A Functional-Mechanistic Research
Programme for Demography

Having established the need for, and utility of, a system-
based approach in demography, how can we ensure that this
new paradigm conforms to a productive classical scientific
research programme? We see such an approach extant in
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Figure 1: The McCulloch and Pitts (1943) model of a single
neuron. Adapted from Franck (2002: 143).

the natural sciences since Francis Bacon. We propose that
a move toward system-based modelling as a fifth paradigm
presents an opportunity to reconnect with the classical scien-
tific research programme, and in so doing, establish demog-
raphy as a true model-based science rather than a ‘science in
the making’ (Courgeau and Franck, 2007).

As an illustrative example, consider the famous neural
model produced by McCulloch and Pitts (1943), pictured
in Figure 1. This model was enormously influential, and led
to the development of artificial neural networks some years
later. When we look closely at this model, what is actually
represented by this simplified neuron?

This model does not represent the physical structure or
chemical behaviour of the neuron – we see no representa-
tion of the neuron’s shape, its genetic material, membrane,
etc. What McCulloch and Pitts did was to observe the be-
haviour of the neuron and represent its functional architec-
ture, without which we would not see its main properties
come about. They identified five main functions, which
can be seen in Figure 1: receiving input stimuli; weight-
ing inputs with synaptic coefficients; calculating the sum of
weighted inputs (p); fixing a threshold of stimulation below
which no signal is transmitted; and calculating the exit sig-
nal s.

Thus, this neuron model represents the functional struc-
ture of the processes that generate the observed behaviour
of a neuron. However, the model ignores the causal factors
underlying those individual functions – the model is entirely
a formal, conceptual construction.

In one sense, McCulloch and Pitts have followed a pro-
cess similar to reverse engineering: they have induced the
design of the neuron from its end products. They of course
have no interest in reproducing the neuron physically, and
yet they followed much the same process as engineers seek-
ing to reconstruct the design of a device from the final prod-
ucts. In doing so, they have inferred the structure of the es-
sential functions of a neuron based on its behaviour (Franck,
2002b).

This method is essentially derived from the classical pro-
gramme of scientific research, in which scientists try to in-
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fer (induce) the functional structure which rules the process
generating the property of interest1. We refer to this method
here as a functional-mechanistic one, as it attempts to model
the structure of functions that rule a specific mechanism.

When examining social properties, we must similarly
model the structure of social functions that drive social pro-
cesses which generate those properties, and which are nec-
essary to generate those properties. For example, work in
demography has established that some combination of fer-
tility, mortality and migration generate variations in popu-
lation structure. Similarly, the law of supply and demand
was inferred from the observation of markets and the so-
cial exchanges which generate them. Karl Marx’s study of
industrial production and its social organisation led him to
infer the general structure of functions which drive this pro-
cess – and in doing so develop the principle of separating
labour and capital. These well-known results of social sci-
ence were all derived from the application of this classical,
functional-mechanistic programme of science.

Once we have established the functional structure under-
lying the process which generates our social property, we
may use this as a means to identify and model social fac-
tors that have contributed this process. In doing so we may
restrict ourselves to the investigation of factors which have
contributed directly to the combination of functions we have
uncovered. As an example, demographers take mortality,
fertility and migration as the functions which define its sci-
entific object – population change – and thus they undertake
their investigations on the empirical study of these processes
and social factors related to them.

We thus propose that the new system-based paradigm for
demography should follow this functional-mechanistic ap-
proach. Model-building should follow a process of collect-
ing all relevant empirical information about the social prop-
erty of interest, which then allows us to uncover the social
functions required by this property. Once this functional
structure has been modelled, we can then proceed to the
modelling of the factors which have contributed to the pro-
cess which generated this social process, individual agents,
institutions, groups, and so on (Franck, 2002a).

In the case of traditional demographic examinations of the
key processes of mortality, fertility and migration, we can
see clearly that the four previous paradigms are sufficient to
answer a great deal of questions related to these processes.
They also allow us to identify the presence of important in-
teractions between various elements of human populations
that contribute to these processes. Once we turn our inves-
tigations directly toward these interactions, rather than the
results of these interactions as part of those key processes,
then we are shifting our scientific object – and thus we need
to follow the system-based approach. Simulation methods

1The type of induction we refer to here is drawn from Francis
Bacon, in which induction proceeds similarly to reverse engineer-
ing as described above. See Franck (2002a) for further explication.

can allow us to represent these interactions explicitly in a
social context defined by our best available knowledge re-
garding the induced functional-mechanistic structure of the
social system, and then investigate the potential impact of
changes in these interactions.

The Process of System-Based Modelling
The system-based modelling paradigm proposed here brings
with it significant advantages: the paradigm expands upon
the previous four while incorporating insights from model-
based science in other disciplines. Bringing this paradigm
forward will require some substantial demands upon the de-
mographic community, however; system-based modelling
requires not only new conceptual developments regarding
the relationships and interactions between elements of pop-
ulation systems, but also requires the development and use
of new tools which are complex and often difficult to build
and to analyse.

Thus we propose that the system-based paradigm would
take shape as a four-step process, following on from Franck
(General Conclusion 2002a):

1. Observation of the properties of a given population (data)

2. Inference of the formal structure implied by these proper-
ties

3. Using (2) as a guide to investigating social mechanisms
that generate properties

4. Model-based investigation of formal structures to seek
verification with observed data

Note that statistical modelling and uncertainty qualifica-
tion could serve as a means to infer the formal structures
from data in steps (1) and (2).

As we have seen, multilevel modelling in demography has
already provided a means to develop a greater insight into
certain aspects of complex population systems by demon-
strating the existence of interactions between parts of those
systems. System-based modelling allows us to move for-
ward once more by allowing us to explore these interac-
tions as the central object of study. Simulations allow us
to explore the the social factors that interest us, and generate
scenarios which increase our understanding of those factors.
These scenarios could represent everything from individual
alterations in behaviour at the agent level, to changes in pol-
icy at a societal level (as in Silverman et al. (2013)). Us-
ing simulations in such a way also allows us to examine the
non-linear impact of changes to complex, interacting social
systems – a key element in the behaviour of social systems
which is not possible to represent using conventional math-
ematical models.

In practice, system-based population modelling can rely
to some extent on the existing agent-based approaches, in-
sofar as they are subjected to the inductive principles of the
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scientific method. However, a key open question remains:
what principles should be followed to illuminate the induc-
tive construction of such models? We suggest that this ques-
tion is fundamental to the future direction of demography,
and we have no doubt that vigorous and open debate on this
question will be a vital part of efforts to take demography in
a new direction.

Lessons for Social Simulation
System-based modelling will present some significant chal-
lenges for demographers in order to take advantage of these
potential benefits. However, social simulation researchers
are by no means exempt from this requirement to adjust their
methods in response to the changing landscape in demogra-
phy. For those of us who wish to use social simulation to
investigate real-world populations and their properties, we
may expect that the recent developments in demography will
have significant impact on our research methodologies.

Looking at the field as a whole, social simulation is a con-
tinually growing area of research which continues to estab-
lish new links with numerous and varied areas of social sci-
ence. The attraction of simulation approaches, particularly
agent-based models, for social scientists is undeniable; the
prospect of simulating individual behaviour and being able
to observe the resulting macro-level effects is enticing to not
only demographers, but political scientists and economists,
among others.

What we have proposed here is admittedly very ambitious
– our proposed fifth paradigm has implications for all of so-
cial science, in certain respects, and demands a new level
of engagement between social simulation practitioners with
social scientists. We argue here that the payoff for such en-
gagement will be significant, resulting in stronger theoreti-
cal frameworks for social scientists and more empirical rel-
evance for social simulation.

Examining the history of demography has revealed how-
ever that such a change would not obviate the need for social
simulation as a separate discipline. In demography, the pre-
vious four paradigms of research remain very much present,
and indeed our proposed fifth paradigm would not be suit-
able for certain demographic questions that are still best an-
swered using other methods. Likewise, system-based meth-
ods may be used as vehicles for broader philosophical inves-
tigation of social systems, or as a type of opaque thought ex-
periment (Di Paolo et al., 2000), or for many other purposes
beyond prediction or the direct study of population change
(Epstein, 2008). Therefore we can expect social simulation
to remain and to flourish as a discipline making unique con-
tributions to big questions about sociality in general.

However, successful application of the system-based
paradigm in demography will require perhaps more method-
ological shifts from the social simulation side than is com-
monly accepted. The application of inductive, empirical
methods to the simulation of human populations remains

a significant challenge, and requires a different approach
more firmly connected to empirical investigation and tradi-
tional scientific approaches. We hope that our elucidation of
this approach and its potential benefits and pitfalls may help
drive these efforts forward, and eventually lead to a produc-
tive system-based approach that gives us a greater under-
standing of population change.
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